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Course Utility
Web Design covers web site production with one of the mosts valued software
available: Webplus X6.
WebPlus X6 is the quick and easy way for businesses, clubs – anyone – to create
and publish eye-catching desktop and mobile sites, without having to use any
code. Whether using stylish templates or designing from scratch, X6 lets regular
computer users add advanced features to unique sites with drag-and-drop
simplicity.
Course Purpose
It’s ideal for creating pages optimized for any device, and has all the power and
flexibility you need to make a professional website. If you need a website, but
don’t want the expense and hassle of hiring a web designer, use WebPlus X6
and find out how easy it is to create something you’ll be proud of.
Dominate the use of Web Plus X6 thru exercises that test the parameters,
following an organized sequence to experience the full variety of possibilities
in web production. Learn to modify, edit and publish easily with this professional
tool, and stay ahead of other competitors in cost savings, speed of page creation
and versatility with the high quality assets available for you.
Boost your productivity with Web Plus X6 and enjoy the highly intuitive user
interface.
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Customise and create your own stylish website with no coding
Build sites optimised for smartphones, tablets, desktops, and laptops
S ell products online with trusted e-commerce providers
Drag and drop buttons, logos and more onto your pages
Add Facebook and Twitter feeds as well as other social media sharing buttons
Edit photos, create logos and colour schemes, design backgrounds and more
Create as many unique sites as you want, with no limits on pages or features

WebPlus X6 is the perfect reference tool to not miss out the basics of web
production and transition from basic to advanced level projects.
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Setting up sites and pages
Layout Items
Navigation items
Interactive objects
External/Managed content
Social media
Media
Forms
E-Commerce Objects
Text
Assets for creativity
Previewing and publishing
Site validation and analysis
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